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At our next general meeting John Riekard will talk about the 11
and work of Henry Bourne Higgins, one of,the most influentia
radicals in Victoria in the last decades of the 19th century an
in the early days of Federation.
John Rickards recently published biography of H.B. Higgins as
been acclaimed as a valuable historical contribution to the study
of the times and events surrounding Federation. Higgins was
prominent in the issues that agitated Melbourne and Australia at
the time.

The meeting will be held as usual in the Board Room of
Insurance Employees Union at 310 Queen Street on Tuesday l6th
April a.t 7.A5p.ni.

Rook Launching

"In Our Time" by Verity Burgmann

Socialism and the Rise of Labor.

It was appropriate that Peter Batchelor, secretary of the
Victorimn Branch of the A.L.P and an fmportant organiser in the
State election that brought the A.L.P to power in Victoria,Cf«
the first time unencumbered by a hostile Upper House), shoul e
the main speaker at the launching of this book that studies the
early socialists of 1885-1905 and their attitude to the Labor

Thrquestion discussed is why the Labor Party founded by socialists
and baaed, on the working class has never even begun to implement
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a aocialiet poliey. Aa the book will be reviewed In the next Iseue
of the "Recorder" this question will be left in abeyance.
It is to be hoped readers will seek their own answers by buying
the book. "Tn Our Time" costs $9.95 plus postage.

of Trade Unionublish a bibliographrenare andProposal to

Records.

The staff of the University of Melbourne Archives is working on a
guide to the sources of data on trade unions.

■ •This project was discussed by our members and it was agreed that a
bibliography of Trade Union records would be very useful. It is
apparent from the enquiries we receive that many researchers do not
know the extent of Trade Union records that are available.
Although the bulk of the work required is being done by the present
staff of the University of Melbourne Archives the aim is to have some
clerical assistance to complete the project. This additional
assistance would yield substantial returns in the time taken to
complete the work.

T.abor Day Celebration

This year we had the Industrial Officer of the Victorian Trades Hall
Council, Patricia Caswell as the speaker to commemorate Labor Day.
She spoke about Trade Dnlon Women's participation in the ISO's
Program, in particular she spoke about special projects aimed at
highlighting the important traditions)and contribution of Trade
HnLn women In the past, as well as current attempts to Increase
women's participation at all levels of Trade Onion structures.

*  * * * % *

Hi storical

■ Worn

A mass meeting of women engaged In the Bookbinding trade was held
in the Melbourne Trades Hall, On Monday 17th October, 1910 at 8.00pm

.  for the purposes of forming a Dnlon of women to Include bookbinders,
foters and sewers. The chairman was Mr Gray of the Trades Hall
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Council, and the meeting was addressed by Messrs Prendergast MLA,
Tucker, Elliot, White and Miss Mulcahy.

Miss Mulcahy moved that in the opinion of this meeting it is
desirable to form a Women's Union and all present pledge themselves
to join such union. A provisional committee was elected to draw
up rules and the following were elected. President - Miss Delaney,
Secretary - Miss Mulcahy and the committee were Misses Townsend,
Clements, Collins, Tiffle, Cohan, McLean and McGrath.

At the following meeting on 22nd Octo ter, rules were drawn up. The
Union was to be called the Women's Bookbinders Association and was
to include book-landers, folders, sewers, pagers, perforaters and
staplers and all other branches connected with the Trade. The
object of the Union was the preservation of a uniform scale of
wages, weekly work and to promote the interests of the trade in its
moral, social and industrial aspects.

The Society shall consist of an unlimited number of workers employed
in the bookbinding trade. The entrance fee was sixpence for joining
women and a further contribution of- two pence per week. The
apprentice's entrance fee was three pence and a contribution of one
penny a week for the first three years.

It was decided that the Men's Union should be allowed to fight .for
the women before the wages board.

Delegates were to be elected to represent the Union on the Trades
Hall Council and on the Eight Hours Committee. They allowed
honorary members to be admitted to the Union, without a vote but
allowed to speak. The Secretary, Treasurers and Auditors were to be
recompensed for their services.

At the following meeting on 27th October, the new rules were
approved. Mr. Sinclair, Secretary of the Men's Bookbinders and

■  Paper Rulers Society spoke. He said it was an opportune time to go
for better wages as girls were scarce in the trade and he had no
hesitation in saying to the meeting "you will get what you want".
The Men's Union was to claim for the women the following rates;
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Forewomen - two pound per week
General Workers - one pound ten shillings
Peckers ** one pound Pive shillings
and Beginners - ten shillings ,

Shop delegates were to be allowed one shilling in the pound for
collecting contributions.

In the elections that followed, Mr White was elected in the
contest with a Mr Miller, Miss Clements and Miss Delaney. .
Vice-presidents-were Miss Delaney and Miss Sinclair and Secretary
was Miss Mulcahy., Mrs. White, Mrs Barry and Miss McGrath were
admitted as honorary members. The membership at the time of the
meeting was 222,

(This report is based on the minutes of the Women's Bookbinders,
Union in the possession of the PKIU Library, 320 Russell Street,
Melbourne). R,. Cur lewis.

******

The Herald Lockout

An item in the minutes of a Special Board meeting of the Melbourne
Typographical Society of 9th January, 1875 stated that Mr Winter,
representing the Melbourne Herald proprietors, stated he would
withdraw from the arrangement to pay standing time after the 9th
inst.

The Board's reply to the Herald companionship request for help was
"that they cannot enter into any arrangement regarding standing
time other than that laid down by the^meeting of the conference
between master and men."

In February apparently the companionship had vacated the job and
the Herald were employing boys in their place, but a,report to the
February 6th meeting indicated the dispute had been settled and
the boys withdrawn.

■  But then later in February it had flared up again - the Herald
was in financial difficulties at the time. The men had been
withdrawn from the office and the matter was referred to the Trades
and Labour Council. _

■laitfllyBkwMiittiy
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A week later the Council decided to give fifteen shillings per week
to the striking men of the Herald office and that a strike committee
had been appointed by the Council.

There the matter stood as a statement, with the Trades and Labour
Coincil passing a "resolution instructing all members ta discount
enance the paper in every way." In September of that year it was
reported to the Society that every effort had been made to bring
the matter to an amicable settlement, but the Beard had been unable
to arrive at any satisfactory adjustment with the proprietors.
The men, 17 of them, had been withdrawn from the office upon the advic
"of the Trades and Labour Counpil and were paid at the rate of
30 shillings per man per week for thirteen weeks, an increase of
15 shillings.

The total expense of the dispute was 277 pounds out of which 134-
pounds and five shillings was contributed by,the Council and the
rest by the other offices and general fund.
No mention of the Herald is made in the records of .the Typographical
Society except in January 1887. when the Age is considered for the
printing of the Daily Hansard. The comment was "the proprietors of
the Herald are very wrath over the recommendation because their .
tender was the lowest" - but it is no wonder because "those who
read the Herald must wonder at the seeming ignorance of the
intelligent compositor as regards spelling and grammar."

It was not until March 1889 that the Herald receives a favourable
report. "The opening of the Herald office,.which had been closed
to members of the Society for a period of nearly fourteen years,
was alluded to, and the opinion expressed that "the matter should
be hailed with pleasure by members,, inasmuch as the existence
of a non-union office in the centre of Melbourne was a blot on
the fair name of the Society."

Apparently the boys and scab labour had not produced the standard
of workmanship which only trained compositors were capable of.

R, Curlewis
*******
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Discussion Papers

The Democratic. Labor Party; Was It An Ethnic Party ?

by Lyle Allan

The Democratic Labor Party (DLP) was more than a child of the 1955

Australian Labor Party (ALP) split. It was more than a child of a

section of the Australian Catholic hierarchy. The DLP was an

authentic "ethnic" party, an "Irish" party with a distinctive

ideological flavour uncharacteristic in Australian politics. No

"ethnic" party has before, or since, enjoyed the electoral support

of the DLP in its greatest years. The success, and subsequent

demise of the DLP can be explained by changes in "the character of

its ethnic base among Irish-Australian Catholics.

Irish-Australian catholics have a tradition of rebel sentiments and

separatism. A separate school system, largely staffed by unpaid and
underqualified religious teachers, helped reinforce Irish traditions

in the face of populist Anglo-Conformist doctrines. The power of
the priest was often exaggerated when used by Anglo-Protestant
opponents of state aid for Catholic schools. Surprisingly Catholics
were not very effective in using existing political parties for
specifically catholic purposes. Irish-Australian catholics never
succeeded even in making the ALP an "ethnic" party. The ALP has

for much of its history remained fearful that too many concessions

for particular minority ethnic groups (especially for Irish-
catholics) might provoke an electoral backlash. The ALP did,
nevertheless, remain for much of this century the preferred party of

Irish-catholic Australians.

The tradition of Irish-catholic support for the ALP received a

great blow from the 1955 party split. the major electoral
consequence of the split was a realignment■of Catholic voting
behaviour.

Catholics who had previously voted for the ALP now voted for the
DLP in great numbers, especially in Victoria. The split itself
converted previously ALP voting catholics into effective voters for
the Liberal party. By preference direction and a disciplined voter
compliance the DLP was able to ensure the defeat of many ALP
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candidates in single-member electorates. The fact that so many
Catholics voted for the DLP was a major factor in the ALP's
failure to make electoral gains after 1955 for nearly seventeen
years.

The ALP retained an Irish-catholic component after 1955, especially
in New South Wales where the party did not split to a very great
extent. In Victoria the majority of Irish-catholic party members
joined the DLP, so too did the majority of Victoria's previously
ALP catholic parliamentarians. Support for.the DLP by the
catholic hierarchy in Victoria, in particular by Archbishop Mannix
•and his auxiliary Bishop A.F.Fox, were also factors in the
preferences of many Victorian catholic voters for the DLP.

The image the DLP sought to portray to the electorate was not that
of an Irish-catholic party. To have done so would.have been
suicidal when popular notions of assimilation and Anglo-conformity
were accepted even by Irish-catholic Australians. The DLP
portrayed itself as anti-Communist, strong on defence, pro-family,
and a middle of the road alternative to the complacent "big-
business" Liberals and a pro-Communist ALP. Non-Irish catholics
were heavily promoted by the ALP. J.A. Little, a non-catholic,
was preferred for a winnable position on the DLP's Victorian Senate
ticket in 1958 over F.L. Coleman, a catholic and original leader
of the anti-Communist Labor Party(as the DLP was known in Victoria
from 1955 to 1957). The DLP actively recruited migrants,
particularly from Eastern Europe, with mixed results. Many non-
Irish catholic migrants felt uncomfortable in a largely Irish-
ethnic party. Popular images of the DLI^ as a Catholic party were
difficult to eradicate, whatever the party did. Playwright
David Williamson illustrated such images in Don's Party where
one character described a typical DLP voter as insane, fascist,
hate-mongering, racist, pope-loving, puritanical, life-hating,
moralistic, hung-up authoritarian and mentally retarded. Such
images are of course false, but they were widely held, not always
by ALP voters.
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The DLP was at its best in attacking the ALP. The DLP drew

attention to ALP weaknesses in organisation, portraying itself

as a party with respectable alternative policies. In particular

the DLP argued that the Liberal party as well as the ALP was

complacent to the threat of Communism and the need for more

effective Australian defence forces. The' DLP was never itself

able to obtain the support of more than twenty per cent of the

electorate in any state. Its alternative policies never appealed

to a mass electorate. Rarely did the DLP have much appeal beyond

its Irish-catholic base'.

The DLP was often a party of protest. The DLP had some success in

obtaining protest votes from Liberal supporters against particular

policies of Liberal Governments. On instance of this protest vote

is the finding by James Jupp that the DLP proportion of the vote

in some middle class electorates exceeded the catholic proportion

of the population at the 1961 Victorian State election. The

DLP's greatest electoral success, at the Senate elections in 1970

might also have been partly due to votes from dissatisfied Liberals.

P.P. McManus, in Victoria, achieved the DLP's record State-wide

vote of 19.1 per cent, and the DLP won Senate seats as well in

Queensland and New South Wales. The rise of the Australia Party

and later the Australian Democrats removed the DLP as a medium

through which disaffected liberals could channel protest votes

after 1972.

The DLP's highest vote at the Senate election of 1970 seemed to

suggest a long-term future for the party, yet the 1970 vote was

an aberration. The DLP was doomed from^ its very beginnings to

assume the role of a minor party and eventually to decline into

insignificance. The DLP failed because it was an "ethnic" party

with a declining level of support. Secularisation of Irish-

catholic Australians was rapid during much of the 60's and 70's,

if not before. Irish-catholic Australians became less strict

catholics. Many defied church teachings on moral issues. The

DLP continued to be a puritanical party, much of its support

taiBi
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coming from regular churchgoers. Ronald Conway suggests the DLP
became a party of nagging moralists rather than vote-winners.
All DLP Senators lost their seats at the Federal double-dissolution
election of 1974^.

Celtic Australians were losing interest in the DLP. The DLP was
un&ble to replace its lost Celtic support with new support from
elsewhere. Even the DLP's strong stand on state aid for Catholic
schools ceased to have strong appeal among; Irish - Australian
voters. This was largely due to the decision of Liberal Prime
Minister R.G.Menzies to grant limited state aid in 1963. The
changing character of Catholic schools would probably have removed
state aid as an issue for many Catholics in any case. Even with
substantial state aid there is little doubt that increasingly
only middle class catholics would be able to afford a catholic
education for their children. The falling numbers of religious
teachers increased the cost of catholic school running expenses,
as lay teachers had to be paid substantial salaries. A DLP vote
would in no way ensure a catholic education for the children of
poor catholic parents.

Migration, too, had an influence on. the DLP.. DLP policies were
probably the most humane of all major parties. The DLP favoured
greater emphasis on refugee immigration, and was the first major
party to advocate an end to the racist "White Australia' policy.
Despite its policies the DLP did not win substantial support from
migrants. Many European catholics were resentful that the DLP
was predominantly Irish. Conversely some Irish catholics in the
DLP disliked the fact that the National Civic Council, a body
controlled by Italian-ethnic B.A. Santamaria, provided much of
the DLP's ideology. The DLP policy of a Pacific confederation,
a free-trade area comprising anti-Communist nations in South East
Asia, came straight from the National Civic Council.

The DLP would probably still be a major force had it been a
religious party rather than an ethnic party. If the DLP had
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continually commanded over three-quarters of the Australian catholic
vote it may have forced changes in the voting system, giving it
permanent parliamentary representation. The disparate ethnic
character of Australia's catholic population, combined with changes
in the intensity of religious practice, would how doom any
catholic party to the same status as Tiotskyist parties with minimal
electoral support. Like religious parties, ethnic parties are
contrary to all Australian political traditions. Australia's
major parties have generally tolerated some ethnic differences,
the conservative parties perhaps generally more so until recently
than the ALP. Multiculturalism as an accepted doctrine may mean
that such toleration.will be perpetuated.

******

9

A Challenge - How to do History

by R, Curlewis,

There is an optimistic opinion today that opposition movements in
Australia Feminist, Land Rights campaigns, anti-Uranium and
Environmental, are finding common ground and participating in
common actions, with the hope that .such movements will eventually
begin to challenge the establishment. I am not so optimistic.
Most of these campaigns work within the system, even the union
campaigns to get a better share of the cake, trying to force
governments to change policy by generating activity with this
aim in view. I see things differently. I think it is important
to have some knowledge of the history and set up of social
structures in our society. The free access to" union records by
labour historians is essential. But it is also important to
have a knowledge of the structures of the society in which one
is striving for social change.

Clues from William Morris

I think William Morris gave us a clue here. He developed a
■  critique of the English 19th century industrial revolution which
is still relevant. He contrasted the supremacy of the early
rural community groups in providing limited needs, based on a
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co«unal de«craoy. to the alienation and the division of labour
that developed with the use of industry. Morris

4. +>,^<5 parlv form of capitalism, cut. xnax.material poverty of this eariy loxm y . ^ n

early communal form, developed on a newer and higher level
material wealth, was Morris- vision of his future society.
HOW then to achieve this, realising certain Usic "
that exploitation of labour exists in the workplace in both .
private industry and government concerns, among both femal
and make workers and that alongside this, there is e gen
exploitation both in the workplace and in the home, to the
disadvantage of the female worker. These
development of Morris- collective communal society, where trust
and eouality are essential. They just do not arise in the
ooLuot between the concentration of industry and the increasing
socialisation of labour in trade unions. A conscious e
outside this conflict is needed.

.qncialism of the Past

In the past the solution to this crisis has been for.a change
in the system - a call for socialism. This, in
has only hred cynicism when it is remembered that ^ ■
this was the job of political parties (often ""^=^7 '
ekilled leaders whose aim it was to educate and organise
'musses-. The only change today - to agitate for a change in
the policy of governments (Labor of course) to bring a ou
!  0 aiis^. Morris would have agreed that both these approaches
would only lead people up the garden path. Experience since
1890 has shown just that.

What was it that changed my view i My experience in helping
publish "The Link" in the factories around Bayswater in 197 -
was important. I came to see that the grass-root form ̂
organisation of factory workers - the independent shop committee
and activity stemming from these bodies, was
in building a movement for social change. It did develop
certaii coLunity of interest between one factory and another up
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the road. Unfortunately there was no co-operation with other

groups in society, except in a small way between pensioners and

a small group of U.A.W members. If it had been possible to link

up with the growing Feminist and Environment movements then there

were possibilities of something important. This was only

glimpsed by the people around the'Link!. Admittedly, we did see

the need for this, without realising the problems of such co-oper

ation.

"The Link" and relationships

What was also interesting was the relation which developed between

the group of ex-students who produced the "Link" and had

attended the Monash lectures on Gramsci in the late 1960s by

Alastair Davidson and the militants of the Ringwood branch of

the AEU, many of whom had served their apprenticeship in the

working class struggle around London after the last war. It was

a relationship of support on the part of the ex-students, rather

than "leadership". What was published in "The Link" was mainly

Oral history interviews, though we did not call it that in those

days.

That introduction to the first publication is an interesting

document. It was starting something new.

That Introduction - June, 1972

"We are now at a turning point. It is evident that the 'long

boom' which has sustained capitalism since the war has come to an

end. Rising unemployment occompanied by high inflation, the

crisis in education, the deterioration of our environment, the

inability of our parliamentary parties to do anything, all

indicate the imminence of this critical situation. Stemming

from this, the trade unions have come under increasingly heavy

attack from the combined strength of management and government-

the workers are beginning to bear the brunt of the crisis. But

within the trade union movement -ffiere have been real steps towards

establishing shop steward committees. But real barriers

obstruct its growth. Management, fearing its vitality, will
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attempt to crush the movement in its infancy. The shop steward
committees resistance depends on its ability to communicate.

To communicate its own experiences, and to learn from the

experience of others in order to observe its own history, and
to serve as a guide to future action. For it is within the
movement that the solutions to the problems lie. ■ Too often these

ideas remain unstated, or confined to committee rooms. It is
the role of this bulletin to serve this function - to communicate,
to record and to inform."

That was the aim of "The Link" - but we failed because of our

inexperience, failure to explain our aims adequately to the
militants and because we spent too much time looking over our

shoulders at those who were' hostile to the experience. And

important here was the mobility to set up a collective structure,
not tied to the union structure. Here the forces against such

■ an attempt were too great - the hostility of the big-knobs and
the outlook of the militants themselves. But that experience

was important to me - a history of grass-root working class
activity in one locality.

Of course we were too optimistic. Yet it was a challenge -

trying to develop a movement without any outside assistance.
Of course some say that students were outsiders. But because of
their approach an empathy soon developed and they became accepted.
We did not realise how the heritage of the past impeded things -
we had not learnt the lessons from thi Women's movement - that
a communal society has to be developed now in the present - the
beginnings of an independent collective structure, something
that the Feminist movement had discovered. It must have a two-

pronged effect, making sure of its material existence in the
present but relying more and more on its own strength to
eventually challenge, the present industrial and political
establishment and the State structures which support it.

The Oral History Alternative

I believe that the oral history technique can play a very important
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part in. such a development - oral, history, individual and collective,
by the process of democratic dialogue where interviewo* and
interviewee are equally important.

Even from documents oral history comes through at times. The

Royal Commission evidence after the 1917 General Strike is
interesting. It brought out the reasons, in the strikers own words,
why they went on strike and why they obtained such spontaneous
support from other workers. I believe now that that evidence was
more worthwhile publishing in the Special Recorder than say

Ghifley's hole in the strike. I know this is a contentious
question.-

What is positive in Oral History? It draws upon the memories of
people whose experiences have often been neglected and until the
present day excluded from history books.' But, in my opinion,
the voice of the working class is still rarely heard. This is a
challenge to labour Historians.

"If it becomes a never-ending process and develops from this a

charter of demands on society that reflects people's real hopes and
aspirations, it can then begin to make a new kind of history among
the grass-roots of society. One that bridges the alienation of
the historian from his subject the worker, both female and male,

on the shop floor and his or her life in society outside.

The Recorder would be interested in readers' reactions to the

preceding two papers. One gives a new slant oh the Democratic
Labor Party, the second discusses the basis of Labour History.

A
f

We optimistically hope for reactions.

Lloyd Edmonds,

93 Roberts Street,

ESSENDQN. 30-40.

Phone 337'755U


